The characteristic nulls present in the normalized spectra of the echo signal at non-normal incidence tend to vanish with increasing Rq when using planar transducers. For focused transducers, the normalized spectra change from relatively flat to monotonically decreasing as Rq increases, and they exhibit reduced amplitude with increased incident angle.
I. Introduction
T issue characterization has been an active area of research for several decades. The progress has, however, been limited by the fact that the 1D electrical signal from the receiving transducer is the result of not only the 3D distribution of scatterers and the geometry and acoustic properties of interfaces, but also the field pattern and frequency response of the given transducer and constructive/destructive interference in the backscattered field at the surface of the receiving transducer.
As an example, the received electrical signal from a pulse-echo system insonifying a large planar interface de- pends mainly on the surface characteristics and orientation of the interface and on transducer geometry. When the interface is smooth, the given measurement configuration can be simulated with computer models [1] , [2] even when the interface is non-planar [3] . When a rough planar interface is considered, the modeling becomes stochastic in nature [4] , and computer modeling tools are not yet available to readily predict the received electrical signal.
In conventional medical imaging with ultrasound, the angle between the beam and the various interfaces normally present in the image plane may vary throughout the image. Often just a single interface can be visualized at normal incidence. This creates an incident-angle dependent variation in image intensity [5] , but this is not a serious problem as long as one does not need to derive acoustic properties (such as echogenicity or acoustic impedance) from the received signals. But any attempts of tissue characterization [or materials characterization in non-destructive evaluation (NDE)] need to be concerned with the influence of interface orientation, interface geometry (shape), and interface properties, such as roughness. The effects of these parameters are primarily manifested in the amplitude of the received electrical signal from the transducer, but also in the spectrum of this signal.
The scattering of acoustic and electromagnetic waves from rough interfaces has been an active area of research for decades in radar, sonar, and NDE applications and lately in diagnostic ultrasound. Specifically, ultrasound can be used to characterize surface parameters such as the rms roughness [6] - [14] . Operating in pulse-echo mode, one paper [9] reports on the influence of curvature of rough interfaces for the purpose of studying surface fibrillatory changes in osteoarthritic articular cartilage; another study [11] used time delay spectrometry with planar rough interfaces.
The goal of this paper is to attain a quantitative understanding of the received electrical signal from a pulseecho system as a function of transducer geometry and the roughness properties of the interface. For this purpose, received signals were acquired for planar interfaces with varying degrees of rms roughness, angle of incidence, and range to the transducer, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the manufacture and characterization of the rough interfaces, the experimental system, and the characterization of the single-element transducers. Sections III and IV explain the measurement procedure used to record the re- ceived signals and the signal processing used to extract the desired parameters from the received signals. Experimental results in the form of energy curves and frequency spectra as a function of angle, together with some derived parameters, are then provided in Section V. The results are finally discussed in Section VI.
II. Experimental System

A. Production and Characterization of Reflectors
Four rough and one smooth planar reflector phantoms were cast with a two-component, liquid urethane casting elastomer [Biresin (type U1402), Sika Chemie GMBH, Stuttgart, Germany] using as molds four types of sandpaper with different degrees of roughness. This elastomer has acoustic properties very close to those of human tissues (speed of sound, c = 1450 m/s; density, ρ = 1.06
. This product has previously been used in phantoms, e.g., a realization of a so-called "dead zone array" [15] according to [16] . The molding took place in a vacuum to ensure that the phantom was an exact inverse copy of the sandpaper surface. Each phantom was supported by a 10-× 10-cm (inner dimensions) acrylic frame. It was verified that the reflector phantoms contained no voids or particles, so that a single acoustic interface between water and elastomer was obtained during measurements.
Measurement of several surface profiles directly on the sandpaper was carried out with a laser profilometer (type OTM3-10/144, UBM Messtechnik GMBH, Ettlingen, Germany), working in triangulation mode. Possible waviness, e.g., from bending of the sandpaper, in the profiles was removed by filtering the profiles with an 8th order highpass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.25 mm −1 . From the measured and filtered profile, h(l), the rms [17] roughness, R q , was calculated as
where L is the total length of the profile and E l {h(l)} is the mean of h(l). The correlation length [18] , l corr , was calculated from the normalized autocorrelation function, A h (τ ), of h(l). Specifically, in this work, l corr is equal to the value of τ , where A h (τ ) has decreased to 1/e (or ∼37%). Two profiles of length 20 mm and one of length 40 mm were recorded from each phantom, except the least rough phantom, for which only one 40-mm profile was recorded. To verify that the lengths of the profiles were adequate, R q and l corr were also calculated from profiles of one-half of the length; no noticeable changes in the estimated parameters were found. The results are given in Table I .
B. Ultrasound System
The electrical part of the measurement system is depicted in Fig. 2 . The ultrasound system consisted of a pulser/receiver (type 5072PR, Panametrics, Inc., MA) connected to a submersible transducer (to be described in II-C). The amplified signal from the pulser/receiver was bandpass filtered to limit noise outside the useable frequency range of the particular transducer and digitized with a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) (type 9450, LeCroy, Genève, Switzerland). The DSO was in turn connected via a general purpose interface bus (GPIB) interface to a Windows NT TM -based control computer. By means of an RS232 interface, a 3D translation system (type 403020, Dyrbaek Technologies,Åbenrå, Denmark) was connected to this control computer as well.
Two specially developed software packages allowed direct control of the 3D translation system and direct setup of all relevant instrument parameters, including automatic adjustment of the vertical gain of the DSO, to ensure that the dynamic range of the eight-bit analog-to-digital converter was used optimally for each individual signal. To reduce random noise uncorrelated with the emitted signal, the received signal from the transducer was averaged 50 times in the DSO before transfer to the computer.
The experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The transducer was mounted in the 3D translation system and adjusted such that its acoustic axis was parallel to the x t -axis. The holder in which the reflector phantom was mounted consisted of two frames that could be rotated independently of each other with the two axes of rotation normal to each other. Each reflector phantom was mounted such that the two axes of rotation were located in the plane of the interface between water and phantom. Measurements took place in degassed demineralized water at 20
• C.
C. Transducer Characterization
As the results in this study depend highly on the transducer parameters, the seven different transducers utilized were all characterized based on a thorough field mapping procedure. Specifically, each (focused or planar) transducer was mapped with a 0.4-mm hydrophone (Type MH-28-4, Force Institute, Brøndby, Denmark) with a useable bandwidth between 2 and 19.5 MHz (in which the sensitivity fluctuated less then 3 dB). From the hydrophone signals measured at parallel scan planes normal to the zaxis in Fig. 1 , the acoustic axis was determined from the point of maximal intensity in each scan plane. The intensity along this axis was denoted I(z). The value of z, where I(z) was maximal, was identified and denoted z max . The mean frequency,f 0 , and rms bandwidth [17] , B 0,rms , of the hydrophone signal were both evaluated at this point in space. In addition, the rms lateral beamwidth, ∆x rms , was evaluated at this range as well. As the beam profile was approximately Gaussian, the −3 dB beamwidth can be estimated by multiplying ∆x rms by ∼2.35 [17] . The values of these parameters are given in Table II .
The focused transducers were made with an acoustic lens. To find the radius of curvature, R, for an equivalently spherically focused crystal, an expression for the intensity on the acoustic axis for a spherically focused transducer [19] 
was used to iteratively estimate R. In (2), c is the speed of sound. Note that (2) was derived for the CW (continuous wave) case, and therefore gives approximate results when used for the pulsed wave (PW) case. The focusing strength at the estimated transducer center frequency,f 0 , was calculated as [20] 
As seen from Table II , the nominal center frequency (f 0 ) deviates from the measured mean frequencyf 0 for some transducers. A deviation was also observed when using the phantoms. The mean frequency of the spectrum used for normalization, i.e., the spectrum of the received signal at θ = 0
• from a smooth interface, as will be described at the end of Section IV, was calculated from the experimental data at range z 0 = 70 mm for the planar transducers and z 0 = R for the focused transducers. In general, the mean frequency determined this way was about 5% lower than the corresponding mean frequency based on the hydrophone data.
III. Measurement Procedure
Prior to the measurements on the rough reflector phantoms, the transducer was adjusted so that its acoustic axis was parallel to the x t -axis shown in Fig. 3 . This was done by substituting the planar reflector with a 0.1-mm string (placed parallel with the z t -axis) and recording the lateral beam profile at two different ranges. The alignment was successful when the centers of the two beam profiles, expressed in y t -coordinates, were identical. This procedure was repeated with the string parallel with the y t -axis. The plane of the frame in which the reflector phantoms were mounted was aligned to be normal to the acoustic axis of the transducer by measuring round trip travel times from the four corners of the frame. Because air can be trapped at the surface of the rough reflector phantoms, these were degassed in a water bath in vacuum prior to use. Great care was taken to ensure that the surfaces were completely clean. When, for instance, a small mark with an overhead pen (China ink) was placed on the surface of the smooth phantom, the received signal magnitude doubled for the 7.5-MHz focused transducer as compared with a clean surface.
The angular span, ±θ max , was chosen to be ±7
• because, at this angle, the energy of the received signal had changed sufficiently to allow visualization of the general behavior for most of the interfaces and transducers. In addition, over this angular range, the pressure reflection coefficient can be assumed constant (change is less than 1%). The increment, ∆θ, was varied over the angular recording range, so that the fine structure of the changes in the received signal as a function of angle could be recorded.
The measurements were performed with the reflectors placed at two distances to the planar transducers, z 0 = 50 and 70 mm, and at three distances for the focused transducers, z 0 = 0.8R, R, and 1.2R. These specific ranges were also used in simulation studies for smooth interfaces [1] , [2] and seemed to provide the best possible insight with the fewest possible measurements.
For each transducer, the surface of a given reflector phantom was divided into M equally spaced insonified regions, and one echo signal was recorded from the center of each region. For each angle and range, it was possible to record several independent received signals and from these obtain statistically stable estimates of the signal parameters. For any cell located off the azimuth (reflector) axis of rotation, this multi-cell recording technique required that the transducer was moved appropriately to keep a constant distance to the reflector. After recording, this translation pattern was verified by checking the mean delay of the received signals. The total size of the scanned region on the phantom surface depended on the beamwidth but was always small enough so that echoes from the frames surrounding the phantom were negligible. The distance from the center of a cell to the edge of the phantom surface was at least 20 mm. M varied with transducer but was typically chosen to be around 20 to 30.
IV. Signal Processing
The first step of the signal processing involved visualization of the envelope of the received signal on a logarithmic scale (dB). This was done to inspect for possible temporal clipping of the received signals during recording and to identify the location and length of a rectangular window that was subsequently applied to exclude data points with pure noise. The duration of the received signal, i.e., when it was above the noise floor, varied with transducer, range, angle, and roughness; it was between 7 and 18 cycles at f 0 .
The received signal for the mth surface cell, at range z 0 from the reflector, rotated the angle θ, is denoted g r (t; m, θ, z 0 , R q ), where R q is the rms roughness of the interface and m ∈ [1; M ]. The mean energy-over all M regions of the reflector surface-of the received signals was calculated as
where the integration covers the entire echo signal from the interface. Subsample determination of the zero point for the θ-axis was next made by using the central part of E(θ, z 0 , R q = 0), where the energy had dropped less than 5 dB. E(θ, z 0 , 0) as a function of θ had to be well behaved, e.g., Fig. 4 and Fig. 7(b) , for planar and focused transducers, Table II for parameters for the transducers P 1 , P 2 and P 3 .) respectively; so, for focused transducers, E(θ, R, 0) was used.
The normalized mean amplitude spectrum is
where FT{•} denotes Fourier transform. In (5), it is noted that the reference spectrum is equal to the spectrum of one particular received signal, g r (t; 1, 0 • , z 0 , 0), recorded from the smooth interface at normal incidence. Ideally, the M signals from the smooth interface at zero degree should be identical. However, in the measurement situation, the surface of the smooth reflector phantom is not completely plane, so the angle of incidence is not exactly zero degree over the entire interface. (The deviation is estimated to be below 0.05
• .) Thus, for planar transducers and focused transducers at the point of geometrical focus, the spectrum with the highest energy was identified and used for the normalization in (5). This spectrum was denoted m = 1.
V. Results
A. Energy Versus Angle
E(θ, z 0 , R q ) was measured for all combinations of transducers and phantoms; however, only a few representative plots of E(θ, z 0 , R q ) will be provided. The behavior of the remaining energy versus angle functions will be described.
Because the p150 phantom was made with a mixture of Biresin, slightly different from the other phantoms, the reflection coefficient is slightly different. Thus, this phantom is not included in the plots of energy versus angle presented in this subsection.
All of the plots in this subsection are normalized so that 0 dB corresponds to the maximal energy recorded from a smooth interface with a given transducer, over all ranges and angles:
Note that maximal energy is not necessarily obtained at 0
• . Fig. 4 shows E N,dB (θ, z 0 = 70 mm, R q = 0 µm) for two different transducer frequencies and two different transducer radii. With the normalization done in (6), it should be noted that the maxima of the curves are slightly below 0 dB, because maximum energy was received at z 0 = 50 mm.
In Fig. 4 and all of the subsequent figures, vertical lines are added at a few locations on the plots to indicate the magnitude of the standard deviation (calculated over the M measurements) on E N,dB (θ, z 0 , R q ). The upper and lower point of each vertical line correspond to 10 log 10 of the mean plus one standard deviation and the mean minus one standard deviation, respectively. Thus, the vertical lines are not located symmetrically around the mean. Note how these standard deviation lines for the smooth surface are only visible at high angles. When the interface becomes rough, the standard deviation increases dramatically. Fig. 5 and 6 show E N,dB (θ, z 0 , R q ) for the two planar piston transducers with a = 12.7 mm. Because the transducers have differentf 0 , the aperture-measured in λ atf 0 -differs for the two transducers. Notice the very small dependence on range, when comparing Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 6(b) . This was the case for all planar transducers. Fig. 7 shows E N,dB (θ, z 0 , R q ) for different ranges for the focused transducer F3. Notice in Fig. 7(a) how maximal energy is obtain at ±2. 4 • , not 0
• . The corresponding sets of curves for transducer F1 are very similar in shape to those of Fig. 7 . Somewhat larger deviations from Fig. 7 were observed in the curves for transducers F2 and F4.
E N,dB (θ, z 0 , R q ) for planar and focused transducers can now be contrasted by comparing the curve for R q = 0.48λ in Fig. 6 with the curve for R q = 0.47λ in Fig. 7 . A similar comparison can be done for the curves for R q = 0.
For the flat transducers and for the focused transducers with the interface at range equal to the focal distance, R, or beyond, it can be seen that the energy as a function of angle has a nearly Gaussian shape with maximum at 0
• . If the flat 5-MHz transducer, P3, was compared with the corresponding focused transducer, F2, (curves not presented), it was found that the −3 dB width of E N,dB (θ, z 0 , R q = 0 µm) was ∼0.5
• for the planar and ∼4
• for the focused transducer. The −3 dB width increases exponentially with rms roughness so that when R q ∼ = 155 µm ∼ = λ 0 /2, the energy is nearly constant inside the angular interval considered. The width of E N,dB (θ, z 0 , R q ) will be considered again in Fig. 9 .
B. Derived Energy Measures
Various energy parameters were derived from the type of curves presented in Section V-A. Fig. 8(a and b) depicts the mean energy at normal incidence, E(θ = 0
• , z 0 , R q ), as a function of surface roughness in wavelength for two planar and the four focused transducers, respectively. The energy levels for each transducer is normalized so that 0 dB corresponds to the energy received from the smooth surface. (This removes the variation in sensitivity of the individual transducers.) In both plots, all of the data points were used to estimate a "best-fit" linear regression line. Note that the data from phantom p150 are not included in this plot for the reason previously stated. Observe how the curves in Fig. 8(b) are rather independent on transducer type. Also, note that when R q /λ > 0.65, the energy has dropped more than 40 dB and is consequently more influenced by noise. Fig. 9 shows the angular width of E(θ, z 0 , R q ), denoted ∆θ 0.9 , which is defined by the levels where E(θ, z 0 , R q ) has dropped to 90% of the maximal energy obtained at 0
• , as a function of rms roughness. As seen, in general, ∆θ 0.9 increases exponentially with rms roughness.
C. Spectra as a Function of Incident Angle
To obtain further insight into the underlying mechanism that governs E(θ, z 0 , R q ), this subsection presents spectra of the received signal as a function of incident angle. In Fig. 10 , four sets of spectra are shown, specifically Table II for listing of transducer parameters.) for a planar (P3) and a focused (F2) 5-MHz transducer, each insonifying either a smooth interface or an interface with an rms roughness of 32 µm. The interface was located at range z 0 = 50 mm from the flat transducer and at range z 0 = R from the focused transducer. The wavelength at 5 MHz in 20
• C pure water is approximately 300 µm. The spectra are shown in Fig. 10(a and c) for the smooth reflector phantom and in Fig. 10(b and d) for the p150 rough reflector phantom. 
VI. Discussion
A. General
The results presented in this paper might be relevant for future quantitative applications of ultrasound, such as attempts to relate measures of mean echogenicity or acoustic impedance with the material properties of the objects being scanned. Especially with respect to classification of atherosclerotic carotid plaque, such possibilities would be very attractive [21] - [25] . Another future application of the present results could be the verification of simulation models that can handle the measurement situation described here.
B. Energy
In general, E(θ) is approximately Gaussian when using a planar transducer or a focused transducer with the reflecting interface located at or beyond the focal point. Similar observations have been made by others. In more detail, for flat transducers, it was found that E(θ, z 0 , R q ) is rather constant with z 0 . Specifically, with the values of z 0 (50 and 70 mm) and the frequencies of the three planar transducers, E(θ, z 0 , R q ) seems to be constant at least within z 0 ∈ [84λ; 217λ]. For focused transducers, E(θ, z 0 , R q ) exhibits dramatic changes when z 0 < R; the dependence on range is much less when z 0 ≥ R. This behavior corresponds to the behavior of the corresponding acoustic fields of the transducers, in the sense that E(θ, z 0 , R q ) is smoother at ranges where the field fluctuates less.
When dealing with rough interfaces, several independent measurements of received signals are needed for a given set of experimental parameters to obtain statistically stable estimates. To give an impression of this, a few values of standard deviation have been added to the plots. In addition, the symmetry or lack of symmetry in the plots of E(θ, z 0 , R q ) gives an indication of whether enough measurements were obtained from a given rough interface, albeit the reliability of this indicator decreases with the SNR. Thus, in Fig. 5, all curves for E(θ, z 0 , R q ) are quite symmetrical; in Fig. 6 , some of the curves begin to lack symmetry below ∼30 dB.
Only a few of the papers that deal with measurements of rough surfaces have provided sufficiently detailed specification of the measurement parameters, so that comparisons with the present work are possible. Chiang et al. [9] measured curves similar to the ones presented in Section V-A, from sandpaper glued to acrylic rods to study the effect of finite surface curvature. They also used a smooth planar surface. For a planar transducer with a = 11.8λ, they found the width of E(θ) to be ∼4.7
• at −10 dB. For transducer P1 in the present study, the corresponding width is ∼2.8
• . This discrepancy may be attributable to the larger transducer bandwidth used in the study by Chiang et al. [9] , as well as to differences in transducer apodization and reflector material. For their focused transducer (f 0 ∼ 5 MHz, a = 3.2 mm, R ∼ 16 mm, γ ∼ 2.1), the width was ∼12
• at −10 dB. For transducer F1 (results not presented), the corresponding width was 6.7
• . If their smooth planar surface was substituted with a cylinder of diameter 19.1 mm and with an rms roughness of ∼32 µm, the width was 16
• at −10 dB. In our study, the corresponding width was 6.8
• . In both of the latter cases, the width measured in the present study is considerably smaller. This discrepancy is likely due to the fact that the radius of our transducer, a, was twice the radius of the one used in [9] . In addition, for the curved reflector, the curvature itself adds to the width of E(θ). Other reasons for the discrepancy can be differences in the signal processing and material of the reflector.
C. Derived Parameters
The general overall behavior of the results in Fig. 8 is as expected. However, the results also suggest that there exists a general, nearly linear, curve that describes the decrease in received energy at normal incidence with increase in rms roughness (at least for the range of transducer parameters used here). The observed slopes of E(R q ) are a function of the characteristics of both the transmitting and the receiving transducer (identical in this work), and, given reciprocity, there is probably the same contribution from both. Not surprisingly, the slope of the corresponding regression line is larger for the planar transducer than for the focused transducer. For the receive part of the measurement situation, this can be physically explained by a larger phase cancellation effect on the receiving planar transducer than on the receiving focused transducer. The difference between the two slopes is also consistent with the difference between the slopes of the spectra at 0
• in Fig. 10(b and d) . [7] for the signal amplitude from rough surfaces at normal incidence. In their work, when R q /λ increases from ∼0 to 0.15, the amplitude dropped from ∼0 to ∼13 dB. This is in fairly good agreement with Fig. 8(a) .
The results in Fig. 9 indicate that the width, ∆θ 0.9 , of E(θ, z 0 , R q ) increases exponentially with rms roughness. However, if the degree of focusing (γ) is considered as a parameter in Fig. 9 , it can be observed that there also seems to be an increase with γ. Fig. 9 also suggests that the surfaces appear quite smooth up to R q /λ ∼ 0.4. Some small inconsistencies are connected with the latter observation though. For small R q , the curve for γ = 3.6 lies slightly above the curve for γ = 4.9. For R q ∼ 0.8λ, the value for the curve γ = 3.6 is lower than expected, but, for this R q (p40 phantom), the estimate of E(θ, z 0 , R q ) is also the poorest. The lack of consistency for R q = 0 (where the SNR is high) indicates that either the transducer does not behave in a similar manner (maybe the apodization for γ = 3.6 is different from the remaining transducers) or there are more factors influencing the results, such as the radius of the transducer, a, or the frequency content of the emitted signal. It can also be that the assumption of an equivalent radius of curvature is "wrong." Yet another possibility is the influence of the λ/4 matching layer. However, a possible relation between ∆θ 0.9 (R q /λ) and γ (or another transducer parameter) should be studied further. However, such studies are very demanding both as simulation studies and as experimental work.
Information about the angular sensitivity, as depicted by plots of the type in Fig. 9 , can have potential application in evaluation of scanning acoustic microscopes, where the very high acoustic frequency makes the alignment very critical, especially when reflection coefficients are to be measured. From the results in this paper, experiments involving planar transducers [26] , [27] need to be more carefully aligned than those involving focused transducers [28] , [29] . However, from the results presented in this study, it is not possible to directly evaluate the above mentioned investigations, because the transducer parameters differ too much and the surface roughness is unknown.
D. Spectra
Planar Transducers:
For the smooth interface, the normalized spectrum has a negative slope with increasing angle of incidence and exhibits an increasing number of nulls with increased incident angle, as also predicted from numerical modeling [1] . There are some minor dif-ferences between the experimental results and the simulation results which are probably due to the transducer's non-ideal behavior. Increasing the rms roughness made the null locations less distinct as seen in Fig. 10(b) . Nevertheless, the overall picture remains the same, indicating that at R q ≤ λ/10 and angles below ∼1
• , the echo signal is still governed mainly by specular reflection. These observations suggest that the reduction in received signal energy with increased incident angle for a smooth interface is attributable to coherent phase cancellation over the surface of the transducer. As the rms roughness of the reflector becomes larger, the reflected pressure field becomes more incoherent, giving a reduction in the amount of phase cancellation that will occur when the angle of incidence is increased.
2. Focused Transducers: For the smooth interface, the angle-dependence was reduced compared to the planar transducer, and the null pattern was much less distinct ( Fig. 10(c) ). At θ ∼ = 6
• , strong phase cancellation (the nulls) seems to dominate together with an overall attenuation of ∼30 dB (Snell's law). For the rough interface at lower angles ( Fig. 10(d) ), as the frequency increases, the specular reflection seems to be slowly substituted with weaker scattering, yielding the negative slope of the frequency spectra in Fig. 10(d) . At θ ∼ = 6
• , a comparison of Fig. 10(c and d) , indicates that the scattering component takes over and thus maintains a nearly constant spectrum.
The above findings suggest that for smooth interfaces, both phase cancellation of the received field on the transducer surface and Snell's law, are responsible for the drop in E(θ, z 0 , R q ) with angle. When the interface becomes rough these two effects are then accompanied by (and gradually substituted with) Rayleigh scattering.
VII. Conclusions
Received electrical signals have been recorded from planar interfaces with varying degrees of roughness at different range for insonification angles from −7
• to 7
• . In general, the energy of the received signal decreases with increasing insonification angle due to phase cancellation of the received acoustic field at the transducer surface and Snell's law. The echo signal from planar transducers is more sensitive to changes in insonification angle (around 0
• ) than focused transducers. The width of the energy curves-describing the energy of the received signal as a function of angle-has been plotted against rms roughness for transducers with various focusing strength. This plot showed a tendency towards wider energy curves for higher focusing strength. The energy of the echo signal recorded at normal incidence also decreases with increasing rms roughness. This effect is much more pronounced for planar transducers than focused transducers.
The normalized spectra of the received echo signal for planar transducers insonifying a smooth interface showed a drop in magnitude with frequency and exhibited characteristic nulls whose spectral spacing decreases with increasing incident angle. For focused transducers with the reflector placed at the focal point, the normalized spectrum is relatively flat, with a level that decreases with angle.
